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We consider the short-term production scheduling problem for a network of multiple open-pit mines and
ports. Ore produced at each mine is transported by rail to a set of ports and blended into signature products

for shipping. Consistency in the grade and quality of production over time is critical for customer satisfaction,
whereas the maximal production of blended products is required to maximise profit. In practice, short-term
schedules are formed independently at each mine, tasked with achieving the grade and quality targets outlined in
a medium-term plan. However, because of uncertainty in the data available to a medium-term planner and
the dynamics of the mining environment, such targets may not be feasible in the short term. We present a
decomposition-based heuristic for this short-term scheduling problem in which the grade and quality goals
assigned to each mine are collaboratively adapted—ensuring the satisfaction of blending constraints at each port
and exploiting opportunities to maximise production in the network that would otherwise be missed.
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1. Introduction
We consider the multiple mine planning problem
(MMPP) of scheduling the production of multiple open-
pit mines to supply multiple ports with ore that can be
blended to form products of a desired composition. The
operational objectives of the network, in the short term,
are to maximise the production of such products at each
port while maximising the utilisation of equipment
at each mine (Everett 2007). A blend is characterised
by its grade, denoting how much of the metal of
interest it contains, and its quality, the percentage of a
number of impurities in its composition. We consider
the open-pit mining of mineral ores that are sold in
two granularities—lump and fines—distinguished by
their particle size.

A solution to the short-term MMPP schedules the
movement of material from available sources of ore
and waste to appropriate destinations at each mine
and the transport of ore between each mine and port
during each week of a 13-week horizon. We restrict
our attention, in this paper, to the single time period
(1 week) instantiation of the MMPP, with the full
13-week instantiation forming the basis of future work.
At each mine, ore from a variety of sources is processed
and blended in a stockyard, producing a consistent
grade and quality of ore over the time period. Produced
ore is reclaimed from this stockyard onto trains, railed
to a port, and blended with ore from other mines to

form desired products. An optimal solution to the
MMPP requires coordination across the network of
mines. The grade and quality of production at each
mine must be configured to ensure the formation of
correctly blended products at each port, maximise the
productivity of the mine, and maximise the tons of
blended products formed across the port system.

Even in the single time period case, the MMPP is a
difficult problem. Ore produced at each mine passes
through two blending processes: an intermediate stage
of blending in the stockyard of the mine and the down-
stream blending of this material into final products. The
presence of pooling behaviour in the mining supply
chain introduces nonlinearities into its mathematical
modelling (Floudas and Aggarwal 1990, Greenberg
1995, Audet et al. 2004, Misener and Floudas 2009).
The single time period, short-term MMPP can thus
be modelled as a nonlinear mixed integer program
(MINLP) containing nonlinear constraints that charac-
terise the chemistry of production across the network
of mines.

We present a nonlinear mixed integer program
(MINLP) modelling of the single time period, short-
term MMPP. This model is a bilinear program—
involving the product of two continuous variables
in its constraints—similar in structure to a pooling
problem (Haverly 1978, Audet et al. 2004, Meyer and
Floudas 2006, Misener and Floudas 2009, Alfaki 2012).
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We apply various techniques to solve this MINLP,
including those previously applied to pooling problems,
on an eight-mine, two-port network, constructed using
data provided by an industry partner. Expressing and
solving the MMPP in terms of a single MINLP proves
to be inadequate: prohibitive in the time required to
find high quality solutions and ill equipped to manage
increased complexity in the network and extension
of the planning horizon to 13 weeks. To overcome
this, we develop a decomposition-based heuristic for
solving the MMPP and compare its solutions to those
obtained via the MINLP model.

Inspired by the agent-based decomposition of supply
chains across a variety of domains (Shen et al. 2006,
Frayet et al. 2007, Leitão 2009), we decompose the
problem of scheduling the movement of material at
each mine, and the transport of ore between each
mine and port, into a set of smaller problems—each
associated with a decision-making entity in the network:
a mine or the set of ports. This decomposition splits the
problem, along its nonlinear constraints into a linear
problem for each mine and the port system.

Let m ∈M denote a mine m in a set of mines M, and
� ∈ç a port � in a set of ports ç. We formulate an
optimisation problem for each mine, Om, in which a
mixed integer program (MIP) is solved to determine
the set of ore sources (which we call blocks) to be
extracted at mine m, over the relevant time period,
while maximising its productivity. We define a measure
of productivity that captures production (involving the
utilisation of processing equipment, plants, and mills)
and transportation (involving the utilisation of trucking
resources). The discretisation of the material available
for extraction at a mine into “blocks” is described in
detail in §2. Each Om is solved to produce N solutions
(or schedules), across which the chemistry of produced
ore is clustered about a point, provided as input, in
the space of producible grade-quality combinations.
An optimisation problem for the port system, Oç, is
designed to receive, as input, N solutions to each Om.

Formulated as an MIP, a solution to Oç characterises
the flow of ore between each mine and port, and
defines which of the N solutions to each Om is to
be enacted at mine m. The objective in this blending
problem is to form lump and fines products at each
port whose composition does not deviate from desired
bounds on grade and quality and whose sale maximises
revenue—a product of the tons of each blend produced
and its sale value.

We propose a heuristic in which the solving of
each Om, followed by Oç, is iterated—yielding a
sequence of improving solutions to the single period,
short-term MMPP. Each solution defines a block extrac-
tion schedule to be followed at each mine and a routing
of trains from each mine to port. The solution to Oç

provides grade and quality profiles to each Om as input

in the next iteration. These profiles denote the compo-
sition of the ore produced by each mine in the best
solution found by Oç across all prior iterations. Each
mine is, in this way, guided toward finding solutions to
its optimisation problem that allow each port to form
correctly blended products while maximising revenue.

The key contribution of this paper is a novel method-
ology for production scheduling in supply chains with
multiple producers and a downstream blending compo-
nent. This type of problem appears in many domains,
including the mining of natural resources (such as
iron ore and coal); the scheduling of operations in
offshore oil fields (Iyer and Grossmann 1998, van den
Heever and Grossmann 2000, Neiro and Pinto 2004);
and production planning in natural gas supply chains
(Li et al. 2011). Although we concentrate on the applica-
tion of scheduling in open-pit mines, our methodology
is well suited to solving large-scale, combinatorially
challenging scheduling problems that arise in each of
these domains.

The remainder of this paper is structured as fol-
lows. In §2, we highlight existing work related to the
MMPP. We describe the MMPP, and a set of benchmark
instances, in §§3 and 4. In §5, we present a MINLP
modelling of the problem and describe a range of exist-
ing solving techniques. We follow with a description of
our decomposition-based heuristic for the generation
of week-long extraction plans in §6, outlining the con-
ditions upon which it terminates, and presenting the
MIP models underlying the mine and port optimisation
problems. An evaluation of our heuristic, with respect
to a range of alternative approaches, is provided in an
online supplement (available as supplemental material
at http://dx.doi.org/10.1287/ijoc.2013.0590).

2. Background and Related Work
An open-pit mine consists of a set of pits in which hor-
izontal layers of material (benches) have been extracted
(from the top down) to form a stepped-wall cavity
(Hustrulid and Kuchta 2006). A block model divides
each of these benches into a grid of equally sized blocks,
each of which is assigned an estimate of its grade and
quality. Long-term (such as life-of-mine) planning at
an open-pit mine determines the set of blocks in this
model to be extracted and processed during each year
of the mine’s life. Precedences exist between the blocks
in this model, defining which blocks must be extracted
before others can be accessed. Typically, the 5 (or 9)
blocks directly above each block in an orebody block
model (see Figures 1(a)–1(b)) are its precedences (or
predecessors) and must be extracted before it. Such
precedences ensure that constraints on the slope of
pit walls are respected during mining. Pit walls that
are too steep are unstable and present a risk of slope
failure.
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Figure 1 (a) The 5, (b) 9 Blocks Above a Block in a Block Model, and
(c) a Grade Block Model

In the short term, portions of the orebody block
model(s) at each mine are aggregated into larger units,
denoted blast blocks or blast regions. These regions
are blasted (via explosives inserted into drill holes) to
form the broken stock of the mine—ore and waste that
is available and primed for extraction. Blast regions
are partitioned into grade blocks—areas of waste, low
grade, and high grade ore—on the basis of samples
extracted from drill holes. Figure 1(c) depicts a grade
block characterisation of a portion of an orebody. Each
grade and blast block can be viewed as an aggregation
of blocks in the orebody or “regularised” block model
of a mine. The chemistry of each grade block, how-
ever, is determined through the averaging of samples
obtained via the drilling of blast blocks rather than
the averaging of less certain estimates associated with
blocks in the regularised model. Typically, there is a
sufficient quantity of broken stock at a mine to supply
its production for two to three weeks.

A short-term (13-week) planner selects a number
of regions (grade and blast blocks) in a mine to be
extracted and the destination of this material (stockpiles
or processing plants) during each week of a 13-week
period. Grade blocks are scheduled to be mined in the
first few weeks of this period, and blast blocks (charac-
terising the portion of the mine’s orebody reachable in
the planning horizon) are scheduled in the remainder.
These block model blocks will be sampled, blasted,
and segregated into grade blocks before extraction. The
grade, quality, and characteristics of each processed
block (how a block splits into lump and fines upon

processing) determines the composition of the lump
and fines ore produced at the mine. This ore is railed
to a set of ports and blended with that of other mines
to form products with defined bounds on grade and
impurities.

In practice, such extraction sequences are formed
independently at each mine on the basis of a two year,
or medium-term, plan. This plan sets monthly grade
and quality targets on mine production—assumed to
be both achievable given the estimated composition
of material in pit benches and supportive of port
blending constraints. These monthly targets define the
chemistry of ore to be produced by a mine during
each week of the 13-week horizon. The chemistry
of ore available for extraction at a mine is revised
through the shorter-term sampling and partitioning of
blast blocks. Medium-term targets are formed on the
basis of more uncertain geological models, estimated
parameters characterising the availability of resources,
and the production capability of a mine (Yarmuch and
Ortiz 2011). In the short term, such targets may not be
achievable at one or more mine sites, during one or
more weeks, jeopardising the production of blended
products at each port.

In the literature, the short-term production schedul-
ing problem at open-pit mines has not been widely
considered in lieu of the medium- and long-term
horizons (Newman et al. 2010). In long-term settings,
geometric block models (containing on the order of a
million blocks) describe the nature of each orebody
to be mined, while extraction sequences are devised
to maximise the net present value (NPV) of a ven-
ture (Fricke 2006, Osanloo et al. 2008, Gleixner 2008,
Newman et al. 2010, Epstein et al. 2012). The grade
blocks scheduled for extraction in the short term do
not conform to a regular gridded structure. Mining
precedences among blocks in the same bench become
more relevant in this setting because any extraction
schedule must consider how a block can be accessed
from the mining face. Espinoza et al. (2012) identify the
importance of general representations of precedence in
open-pit mining models, allowing the specification of
any collection of blocks as the predecessors of another
(in contrast to the schemes shown in Figures 1(a)
and 1(b)) in the MineLib library of open-pit production
scheduling problems. The predecessors of a block may
vary, however, on the basis of the direction from which
it is being approached. Eivazy and Askari-Nasab (2012)
generate precedences a priori given a fixed mining
direction. An MIP modelling of a short-term open-pit
mine production scheduling problem is solved in a
range of scenarios, each scenario imposing a different
mining direction. In contrast, we support the use of
disjunctive precedences among blocks in the same
bench in our MINLP modelling of the MMPP (§5).
In this scheme, blocks that are not directly accessible
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from the mining face can be accessed by the removal
of at least one adjacent block. Gholamnejad (2008)
follows a similar approach in the specification of prece-
dences among blocks in a regularised model (of the
type shown in Figures 1(a)–1(b)), but require three
contiguous neighbours of a block, on the same bench,
to be removed to allow access.

NPV maximisation is replaced, in the short term,
with the objective of maximising production tons
and equipment utilisation. Decisions that determine
the costs of mining, such as the number of trucks
(fleet size) available in each mine, are made in the
medium- to long-term planning horizons. Consequently,
the minimisation of operating costs is typically not
relevant in the short term. Although some works
consider the use of cost minimisation in the short-term
scheduling of open-pit mines (see, for example, Eivazy
and Askari-Nasab 2012), the objectives of concern
to our industry partner are the maximal production
of correctly blended products at each port and the
maximal use of equipment at each mine.

Much existing work on the short- (and, indeed, the
long-) term problem considers scheduling in single
mine systems (Elbrond and Soumis 1987, Fytas et al.
1993, Chanda and Dagdelen 1995, Smith 1998, Everett
2007, Newman et al. 2007, Martinez and Newman
2012). Consideration of the influence of scheduling
decisions at a single mine on its parent system, and the
optimisation of such decisions in conjunction with those
at other mines are seen as unaddressed challenges in
the production scheduling of open-pit mines (Espinoza
et al. 2012). The presence of pooling behaviour in an
open-pit supply chain of multiple mines—arising from
the blending and stockpiling of ore in a stockyard at
each mine (each stockyard representing a “pool” of
ore)—introduces nonlinearities into a mathematical
modelling of the problem. In §5.3, we highlight the
relationship between the MMPP and the classic pooling
problem (Haverly 1978, Misener and Floudas 2009).
In a single mine system, no downstream blending of
a mine’s production with that of other mines takes
place. Such a mine will have defined upper and lower
bounds on the range of attributes that constitute the
chemistry of produced ore, which can be formulated
into linear constraints (Ramazan and Dimitrakopoulos
2004, Osanloo et al. 2008). The determination of what
composition of ore each mine should produce to meet
the blending requirements of each port occurs only in
multiple mine optimisation.

The collaborative adjustment of grade and quality
targets assigned to a set of mines by a longer-term plan
in the generation of short-term plans can ensure that
each mine is assigned weekly goals that can be achieved
while maximising both productivity (a measure of
ore production and the utilisation of equipment) and
the production of correctly blended products at the

ports. We propose, in this paper, a decomposition-
based heuristic in which this collaborative adjustment
is achieved to form a week-long extraction plan at
each mine in a multiple mine network. To the best
of our knowledge, this is the first work to tackle the
scheduling of production in multiple open-pit mines,
where the grade and quality of ore to be produced by
each mine is not known a priori but determined as
part of the optimisation. Although there exists work
in which the mine-to-port transportation problem in
a network of multiple mines and ports is optimised
(Singh et al. 2014), the production of each mine is
known a priori, in contrast to the problem we tackle in
this paper.

3. The Multiple Mine Network
We consider a network of mines, M, connected by rail
to a port system, ç. At each mine m ∈M, ore and waste
is extracted from geological regions (known as grade
blocks), processed into lump (particle size of approx-
imately 6–31 mm) and fines (< 6 mm) granularities,
and loaded onto trains to be railed to a port � ∈ç.
Ore arriving at each port is blended onto stockpiles,
from which it is loaded onto ships for delivery to
customers. We present a model of this network, detail
the constraints that exist on the operation of each mine
and port, and define the scheduling problem that we
seek to solve for a single time period. Appendix A
outlines the meaning of the notation used throughout
this section.

Each mine m ∈M contains a set of pits, Pm, and each
pit p ∈Pm contains a set of blocks, Bm1p ⊆Bm, where
Bm denotes the set of blocks available for scheduling at
mine m.1 Each block b ∈Bm has a high grade (b ∈Bm1hg),
low grade (b ∈Bm1 lg), or waste (b ∈Bm1w) classification,
controlling the destinations at m to which material
extracted from b can be transported. Waste is hauled,
by truck, to a waste dump (�∈ãm). High grade ore
is hauled to a dry processing plant (�) or one of a
number of high grade stockpiles (� ∈äm). Low grade
ore is hauled to a low grade stockpile (� ∈åm) or a
wet processing plant (�, if one exists at m). Both forms
of processing split ore into lump (l = 0) and fines (l = 1)
granularities to be blended in a stockyard. The split
of a block b ∈ Bm (Sm1b1 l) defines the percentage of
b that will split (upon processing) into granularity
l ∈L. The set of ore and waste sources at mine m is
denoted Sm =Bm ∪äm ∪åm. The set of destinations
to which a source of ore or waste can be transported
is denoted Dm = 8�1�9∪ãm ∪äm ∪åm. Each source
s ∈Sm has a tonnage (T m

s ) available for extraction and
a composition defined in terms of the percentage of
a set Q of relevant elements (e.g., metal grade) in its

1 Because our focus is restricted to the single time period (single
week) setting, the set Bm contains only grade blocks.
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lump and fines components (Gm
s1 l1 q for q ∈ Q and l ∈L).

The crushing and screening of a source s ∈Sm results
in a stream of lump and fines ore with a composition
Gm

s1 l1 q for q ∈ Q and l = 0 or 1.
A wet processing plant upgrades (increases the per-

centage of metal in) low grade ore. Feeds of lump and
fines (resulting from a process of crushing and screen-
ing ore from a source s) are processed to separate the
metal in the mineral of interest from gangue material
(worthless material surrounding the metal in ore). The
result is a stream of tailings (rejected material) and
a concentrate. The tons of valuable metal (and other
attributes) in this concentrate is a fraction of that in the
input feed of fines or lump (as per a recovery factor
Rm1�

s1 l1 q for q ∈ Q). The tons of concentrate produced is a
fraction of the mass of the input feed (as per a yield
factor Y m1�

s1 l ). This concentrate is blended with the lump
and fines produced from the dry processing of high
grade ore (see Equation (4), §3.1).

Ore can be reclaimed (extracted) from the low and
high grade stockpiles at each mine. Reclaimed low
grade ore is hauled to the wet processing plant, whereas
reclaimed high grade ore is dry processed. Processed
ore from both plants is blended onto lump and fines
stockpiles, and it is transported in TR ton trainloads to
a port � ∈ç. Trainloads of ore arriving at each port,
� ∈ç, are blended to form a set N �

l of products of each
granularity l ∈L. Each product n ∈N �

l is associated
with bounds on its grade and quality, expressed in
terms of a lower (L�1 l

n1 q) and upper (U �1 l
n1 q ) bound on the

percentage of each q ∈ Q.
Figure 2 depicts the flow of mined material from

pit to stockyard and from mine to port. Variables
xm
s1d for s ∈ Sm and d ∈ Dm at mine m denote the

tons of each source s extracted and hauled to each
of its possible destinations d. Variable r�m1 l1n denotes
the integer number of trainloads of granularity l ∈L
transported by rail from mine m to port �, to be
blended into product n ∈N �

l . Capacity limits exist on
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Figure 2 Flow of Material Through an Open-Pit Network of Mines M and Ports ç, Where Pm and b01 0 0 0 1 bj Denote the Set of Pits at Mine m and
Blocks Within a Pit; xm

s1d Is a Variable Denoting the Tons of Material Being Transported Between Source s and Destination d; �, �, and
� Denote a Waste Dump, High, and Low Grade Stockpile, Respectively; l Refers to a Granularity of Ore (Lump/Fines); and r �m1 l1 n Is a Variable
Denoting the Number of Trainloads of Granularity l Being Transported from Mine m to Port � to Form Part of Product n ∈ N�

l

the extraction of material in each pit p ∈Pm (Cm
p tons)

on the basis of equipment location, tons of material
hauled by truck (Cm

� ), tons of ore processed by the
dry (Cm

� ) and wet (Cm
� ) plants, and the tons of each

source s ∈Sm available for extraction (T m
s ). Mining

precedences constrain the order in which blocks can
be extracted at a mine m. Variable A∧

m1b denotes the
set of blocks that lie directly above b, all of which
must be mined before b can be accessed; A∨

m1b denotes
the set of blocks adjacent to b, in the same bench,
only one of which must be mined before b can be
accessed. Minimum production demands (Dm

l ) exist on
the quantity of each type of ore produced by each mine.
The capacity of each port � constrains the quantity of
ore handled (C� ), and a lower bound exists on the tons
of each product formed (D�

l1n for each n ∈N �
l ).

3.1. Calculating Production Tons, Quality Profiles,
Productivity, and Revenue

Let Exm denote the set of variables xm
s1d for each s ∈Sm

and d ∈Dm at mine m ∈M; Ex the set of variables xms1d for
each mine m, s ∈Sm and d ∈Dm; Er�l1n the set of variables
r�m1 l1n, for each mine m, given granularity l ∈L and
product n∈N �

l at port � ∈ç; Er� the set of variables
r�m1 l1n for each mine m, granularity l ∈L, and product
n ∈N �

l at port � ∈ç; and Er the set of all r�m1 l1n for each
port � , mine m, granularity l ∈L, and product n ∈N �

l .
Equation (1) defines the tons of granularity l ∈L

formed by the processing of ore from source s at mine
m, �m

s1 l4Exm5. The tons of each granularity produced at m,
denoted �m

l 4Exm5, is defined in Equation (2). Equation (3)
defines the tons of product n∈N �

l , l ∈L, formed at
port �, given TR tons in a train.

�m
s1 l4Exm5= Sm1s1 l6x

m
s1� + xm

s1�Y
m1�
s1 l 71 (1)

�m
l 4Exm5=

∑

s∈Sm

Sm1s1 l6x
m
s1� + xm

s1�Y
m1�
s1 l 7=

∑

s∈Sm

�m
s1 l4Exm51 (2)

��
l1n4Er�5=

∑

m∈M

r�m1 l1nTR0 (3)
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Equations (4) and (5) define the percentage of each
q ∈ Q in the ore of granularity l produced by mine
m, vm

l1q4Exm5, and in product n ∈N �
l formed by port �,

v�
l1n1 q4Ex1 Er�l1n5.

vm
l1q4Exm5=

∑

s∈Sm
Sm1s1 lG

m
s1 l1 q6x

m
s1� + xm

s1�R
m1�
s1 l1 q7

∑

s∈Sm
Sm1s1 l6x

m
s1� + xm

s1�Y
m1�
s1 l 7

1 (4)

v�
l1n1 q4Ex1 Er�l1n5=

∑

m∈M r�m1 l1nv
m
l1q4Exm5TR

∑

m∈M r�m1 l1nTR
0 (5)

Equation (6) calculates the revenue generated by the
sale of ore formed across ports, �4Er5; V �

l1n denotes the
sale price per ton for ore of product n ∈N �

l .

�4Er5=
∑

�∈ç

∑

m∈M

∑

l∈L

∑

n∈N�
l

r�m1 l1nTRV
�
l1n0 (6)

The total deviation in the blend of products formed
across ports from their specification, denoted by bounds
[L�1 l

n1 q1U
�1 l
n1 q ] for all � ∈ç, l ∈L, n ∈N �

l , and q ∈Q, is
defined as

�4Ex1 Er 5 =
∑

�∈ç

∑

l∈L

∑

n∈N�
l

∑

q∈Q

1
ã+

q

[

max
{

01v�
l1n1 q4Ex1 Er�l1n5

−U �1 l
n1 q 1L

�1 l
n1 q − v�

l1n1 q4Ex1 Er�l1n5
}]

1 (7)

where ã+
q denotes a “significant” change in the per-

centage of q ∈ Q in a body of ore.2 The value of �4Ex1 Er 5
is not a percentage but a weighted sum of percentage
deviations.

We define the productivity of a mine m, �m4Exm5, in
terms of a weighted sum of the tons of ore, of each
granularity, produced by the mine; the tons of waste
extracted and transported to a dump; and the tons of
ore transported to low and high grade stockpiles. Truck-
ing resources are expected to be utilised for desirable
purposes: the transportation of ore to processing plants
and the transportation of waste to a dump. The haulage
of high grade ore to stockpiles is an undesirable use of
resources, whereas the haulage of low grade ore to
stockpiles is undesirable in mines that have facilities
for its upgrade (i.e., it is preferable to send this material
directly to the wet processing plant). Let �1 and �2

denote constants such that �1 � �2 and ëm
� a binary

parameter such that ëm
� = 1 if mine m has the facilities

to upgrade low grade ore and ëm
� = 0 otherwise. In

the instance that ëm
� = 0, low grade stockpiles are

effectively additional dump sites. In this setting, the

2 A significant change in the percentage of a metal (such as iron) in a
body of ore may be on the order of 1%, for example, whereas that of
a trace element may be on the order of 0.1% or less.

transport of low grade ore to these stockpiles is not
viewed as an undesirable use of trucking resources.

�m4Exm5 = �1

∑

l∈L

�m
l 4Exm5+�2

∑

s∈Sm

[

∑

�∈ãm

xm
s1�

+ 41 − 2ëm
w 5

∑

�∈åm

xm
s1� −

∑

�∈äm

xm
s1�

]

0 (8)

The measure �m4Exm5 in Equation (8) is a high level
representation of productivity at mine m, in which the
behaviour of individual pieces of equipment is not
taken into account.

3.2. The Multiple Mine Planning
Problem (MMPP)

Given a network of mines M, ports ç, and parameters
(of Appendix A), the MMPP is defined as finding
an instantiation of variables Ex = 8xm

s1d �m ∈M1 s ∈Sm1
d ∈Dm9 and Er = 8r�m1 l1n � m ∈ M1� ∈ ç1l ∈ L1n ∈ N �

l 9
that satisfies all relevant constraints (formalised in the
MINLP of §5). An optimal solution to the MMPP is an
instantiation of Ex and Er for which the objective ZMMPP,
shown in Equation (9), is minimised. Let �1, �2, and �3
denote constants such that �1 ��2 ��3. Recall that
�4Ex1 Er 5 denotes a measure of the extent to which the
composition of each port product deviates from desired
bounds, summed over all ports � ∈ç and products
n ∈N �

l of each granularity l ∈L (Equation (7)); �4Er5 the
revenue generated from the sale of products formed
across the system of ports (Equation (6)); and �m4Exm5
the productivity of mine m (Equation (8)).

ZMMPP = min
{

�1�4Ex1 Er 5−�2�4Er 5−�3

∑

m∈M

�m4Exm5

}

0 (9)

An �4Ex1 Er 5 of 0 indicates that the blending constraint
set, below, is satisfied at each port � ∈ ç over the
relevant time period, where v�

l1n1 q4Ex1 Er�l1n5 is defined as
in Equation (5).

∀� ∈ç1 l ∈L1 n ∈N �
l 1 q ∈ Q1

L�1 l
n1 q ≤ v�

l1n1 q4Ex1 Er�l1n5≤U �1 l
n1 q 0

(10)

Products formed at port whose composition deviates
from desired bounds typically cannot be sold, except
in small quantities, or incur large penalties and loss of
reputation.

3.3. Assumptions
We make a number of simplifying assumptions in our
modelling of the MMPP. We assume that waste dumps
at each mine have an infinite capacity; the capacity
of the rail network is infinite; and material can be
both deposited on, and extracted from, a stockpile at a
mine over the course of the scheduling horizon, but
only material already on the stockpile at the beginning
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of the horizon can be reclaimed (we do not consider
blending on low and high grade stockpiles at each
mine). In practice, each mine is tasked with producing
a consistent blend of ore to be loaded onto arriving
and departing trains over the course of a week-long
horizon. We consider a simplified setting in which the
average composition of lump and fines produced at a
mine m forms the composition of each train departing
m to a port. As a topic of future work, we intend to
incorporate this blend consistency requirement and
additional practical mining constraints, such as the
feasibility (and desirability) of equipment movement
within a pit, minimum bounds on the tons of material
left unmined in a grade block, a bound on available
trucking hours (in place of a haulage capacity in tons),
and constraints involving the rail network. We assume
that an incorrectly blended product produced at a port
cannot be sold (no revenue is gained). Hence, we do
not model financial penalties for blend deviations or
reputation loss but rather force this deviation to 0 by
pushing the blending constraints of Equation (10) into
the objective of Equation (9) via the use of a penalty
term �1�4Ex1 Er 5, �1 � 1. In our experience, models
generated to represent the MMPP can be solved more
efficiently in this setting.

4. An Eight-Mine, Two-Port Network
We have constructed a test suite with which to evaluate
our decomposition-based heuristic and contrast its
performance with alternative solution methods. These
tests define an eight-mine, two-port network, charac-
terised using data provided by an industry partner.
This network represents a currently operating system
of open-pit mines that produce more than 200 million
tons of ore annually. In each test case, we provide each
mine with a set of grade blocks available for extraction,
listing their grade, quality profile, and tonnage; the
mining precedences that exist between blocks; compo-
sitions and sizes for each high and low grade stockpile;
and a limit on the tons of material extracted in each
pit and hauled mine-wide.

Test cases have been generated using historical block
extraction data obtained for each mine. This data lists
the set of grade blocks that have been defined by
geologists at each mine, over the period of a year, and
the dates by which they have been extracted. Each test
case has been generated by selecting a date in the year-
long period covered by the historical block extraction
data and determining the state of each mine (the grade
blocks available for extraction) at this time point. The
number of grade blocks available for scheduling at
each mine, across the test suite, ranges from 34 to 297.
Haulage capacities at each mine, minimum production
requirements, port throughput capacities, and blend
requirements at each port are fixed across all test cases.

In each test, each port produces one product of each
granularity (�N �

l � = 1 for all � ∈ç and l ∈L).
All evaluations presented in this paper have been

conducted on a 2.40 GHz Intel Xeon CPU with 8 GB
RAM.

5. An MINLP Formulation
We introduce variables vm

l1q and �m
l to denote the percent-

age of attribute q ∈ Q in granularity l at the stockyard
of mine m ∈M and the tons of granularity l ∈L pro-
duced at m, respectively. This allows us to express
the total deviation between the achieved composition
of each port product and its desired bounds, �4Ex1 Er 5
in Equation (7), in a form that can be linearised and
in addition reduce the number of bilinear terms in
the model.

5.1. The Objective
We derive a linearised approximation of ZMMPP in
Equation (9) to form the objective of the MINLP. ZMMPP
seeks to minimise the total deviation between port
product composition and desired bounds, �4Ex1 Er 5, as
defined in Equation (7). The presence of v�

l1n1 q4Ex1 Er�l1n5,
the percentage of q ∈Q in product n ∈N �

l formed by
port � , defined in Equation (5), introduces a nonlinear
term into the computation of �4Ex1 Er 5. We express the
bounds [L�1 l

n1 q1U
�1 l
n1 q ] on the percentage of each q ∈ Q in

product n ∈N �
l in terms of tons. The tons of attribute

q ∈ Q in product n ∈ N �
l is computed as shown in

Equation (11). The variable vm
l1q , introduced above,

is used to denote the percentage of q ∈ Q in ore of
granularity l ∈L produced at mine m. Each r�m1 l1nv

m
l1q

is the product of an integer and continuous variable
that can be expanded into a sum over products of
binary and continuous variables. Each br

�1 j

m1 l1n is a binary
variable whose value is 1 if and only if j trains of
granularity l from mine m are scheduled to form
part of product n ∈ N �

l at port �. Let Um1 l denote
the maximum number of trainloads of granularity l
producible at mine m during the scheduling horizon
and ranges from 2 to 28 across the network of mines
in our network (§4). Each br

�1 j

m1 l1nv
m
l1q is the product

of a binary and continuous variable, linearisable via
standard techniques.

��
l1n1q4Er

�
l1n5=

∑

m∈M

r�m1l1nv
m
l1qTR=

∑

m∈M

Um1l
∑

j=0

jbr�1j

m1l1nv
m
l1qTR0 (11)

Equation (12) defines our linearised �4Ex1 Er 5, denoted
�′4Ex1 Er 5. We compare the tons of attribute q ∈ Q in
each product n ∈ N �

l to a lower and upper bound
defined by the multiplication of L�1 l

n1 q and U �1 l
n1 q with

the tons of product n formed by port �, ��
l1n4Er�5. The

two alternative measures are not equivalent, but both
provide an indication of the extent of deviation between
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the achieved composition of each port product and its
desired bounds.

�′4Ex1 Er 5

=
∑

�∈ç

∑

l∈L

∑

n∈N�
l

∑

q∈Q

1
ã+

q

max
{

01��
l1n1q4Er

�
l1n5−U �1l

n1q �
�
l1n4Er�5

}

+
∑

�∈ç

∑

l∈L

∑

n∈N�
l

∑

q∈Q

1
ã+

q

max
{

01L�1l
n1q�

�
l1n4Er�5−��

l1n1q4Er
�
l1n5
}

0

(12)

Expressing ZMMPP in terms of the deviation measure
�′4Ex1 Er 5 yields the following linear objective function,
denoted Z′

MMPP. The constants �1, �2, and �3 and the
expressions �4Er5 and �m4Exm5 are defined as in §3.2.

Z′

MMPP = min�1�
′4Ex1 Er 5−�2�4Er5−�3

∑

m∈M

�m4Exm50 (13)

5.2. Constraints
Constraints (14)–(15) enforce minimum production
demands at each mine m ∈M, denoted Dm

l for each
granularity l ∈L, and port � ∈ç, denoted D�

l1n for each
product n ∈N �

l , l ∈L. Constraint (16) ensures that the
tons of each granularity railed from a mine m, to the
set of ports, is no more than what has been produced.

�m
l ≥Dm

l 1 ∀m ∈M1 l ∈L1 (14)
∑

m∈M

TRr
�
m1 l1n ≥D�

l1n1 ∀� ∈ç1 l ∈L1 n ∈N �
l 1 (15)

∑

�∈ç

∑

n∈N�
l

TRr
�
m1 l1n ≤ �m

l 1 ∀m ∈M1 l ∈L0 (16)

The reclamation and placement of material from,
and onto, high and low grade stockpiles at a mine is
restricted by stockpile capacity Cm

s (constraint (17)) and
the quantity of material on the stockpile, T m

s , at the
start of the scheduling horizon (constraint (18)).

T m
s − xm

s1� − xm
s1� +

∑

b∈Bm

xm
b1s ≤Cm

s

∀m ∈M1 s ∈äm ∪åm1 (17)

xm
s1� + xm

s1� ≤ T m
s ∀m ∈M1 s ∈äm ∪åm0 (18)

Constraints (19)–(22) ensure that material moved
from each mine pit, p ∈Pm, is limited by an extraction
capacity, Cm

p ; material hauled at the mine is limited by
a trucking capacity Cm

� ; the processing of ore in the dry
and wet plants is within capacity, Cm

d for d ∈ 8�1�9;
and the tons of ore railed to each port � are limited by
its capacity, C� .

∑

b∈Bp

∑

d∈Dm

xm
b1d ≤Cm

p 1 ∀m ∈M1 p ∈Pm1 (19)

∑

s∈Sm

∑

d∈Dm

xm
s1d ≤Cm

� 1 ∀m ∈M1 (20)

∑

s∈Sm

xm
s1d ≤Cm

d 1 ∀m ∈M1 d ∈ 8�1�91 (21)

∑

m∈M

∑

l∈L

∑

n∈N�
l

TRr
�
m1 l1n ≤C�1 ∀� ∈ç0 (22)

Constraints (23) and (24) place bounds on the total
material extracted from each grade block, linking
variables xm

b1d for b ∈Bm and d ∈Dm to the binary y�
m1b

(1 if the mining of b is scheduled) and y�
m1b (1 if b

is scheduled to be entirely extracted). Note that T m
b

denotes the tons of material remaining in block b ∈Bm

at the start of the scheduling horizon. Vertical and
disjunctive block precedences are respectively expressed
in constraints (25) and (26).

∑

d∈Dm

xm
b1d ≤ T m

b y�
m1b1 ∀m ∈M1 b ∈Bm1 (23)

∑

d∈Dm

xm
b1d ≥ T m

b y�
m1b1 ∀m ∈M1 b ∈Bm1 (24)

y�
m1b′ ≥ y�

m1b1 ∀m ∈M1 b ∈Bm1 b
′
∈A∧

m1b1 (25)
∑

b′∈A∨
m1b

y�
m1b′ ≥ y�

m1b1 ∀m ∈M1 b ∈Bm0 (26)

Constraint (26) supports the scheduling of drop cuts
at each mine m. A drop cut occurs when a set of
contiguous (connected) blocks B′

m ⊂Bm, each of which
lies on a single bench (horizontal slice of earth), is
extracted, despite no block in B′

m being immediately
accessible on the mining face. A block b′ ∈B′

m lies on a
mining face if �A∨

m1b′ � = 0 (no blocks adjacent to b′ need
to be removed before b′ is accessed). We can ensure that
such sets of contiguous blocks, B′

m, are extracted only
if there exists a b′ ∈B′

m for which �A∨

m1b′ � = 0, avoiding
the scheduling of drop cuts, via constraint (27). We
define P′4Bm5 as the set of all contiguous sets of blocks
B′

m ⊂Bm for which 6 ∃ b′ ∈B′
m such that �A∨

m1b′ � = 0, and
N4Bm1B

′
m5 as the set of blocks b′′ ∈Bm\B′

m for which
∃ b′ ∈B′

m such that 4b′1 b′′5 ∈A∨

m1b′ (i.e., the “neighbours”
of set B′

m).

∑

b′′∈N4Bm1B′
m5

y�
m1b′′ ≥

1
�B′

m�

∑

b′∈B′
m

y�
m1b′1

∀m ∈M1 B′

m ∈P′4Bm50 (27)

The set of constraints defined in Equation (27) is too
large to be added to the MINLP formulation of the
MMPP in its entirety. We use a separation algorithm
to detect the presence of drop cuts, in the form of
a contiguous set of blocks B′

m, in any solution to
the MINLP. Selected instances of constraint (27) are
consequently added to the model as cuts. For brevity, a
detailed description of this procedure is omitted from
the paper.
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Variables vm
l1q and �m

l are defined in constraints
(28) and (29). The number of bilinear terms in the
model, arising in constraint (28), is �M�L�Q�.

vm
l1q�

m
l −

∑

s∈Sm

Sm1s1 lG
m
s1 l1 q

[

xm
s1� + xm

s1�R
m1�
s1 l1 q

]

= 01

∀m ∈M1 l ∈L1 q ∈ Q1 (28)

�m
l −

∑

s∈Sm

Sm1s1 l6x
m
s1� + xm

s1�Y
m1�
s1 l 7= 01

∀m ∈M1 l ∈L1 q ∈ Q0 (29)

Constraints (30)–(34) prevent the movement of ore
at each mine m ∈M between invalid source s ∈Sm and
destination d ∈Dm pairs.

xm
s1� = 01 ∀m ∈M1 s ∈Sm\8Bm1hg ∪äm91 (30)

xm
s1� = 01 ∀m ∈M1 s ∈Sm\8Bm1 lg ∪åm91 (31)

xm
s1� = 01 ∀m ∈M1 s ∈Sm\Bm1w1 � ∈ãm1 (32)

xm
s1� = 01 ∀m ∈M1 s ∈Sm\Bm1 lg1 � ∈åm1 (33)

xm
s1� = 01 ∀m ∈M1 s ∈Sm\Bm1hg1 � ∈äm0 (34)

Constraints (35)–(37) restrict the values of variables
xm
s1d, �m

l , and vm
l1q to nonnegative reals; indicators y�

m1b

and y�
m1b to binary values; and variables r�m1 l1n to non-

negative integers.

xm
s1d1�

m
l 1v

m
l1q ∈R+

∪8091 ∀m∈M1s∈Sm1d∈Dm1 (35)

y�
m1b1y

�
m1b ∈801191 ∀m∈M1b∈Bm1 (36)

r�m1l1n∈Z+
∪8091 ∀m∈M1�∈ç1l∈L1n∈N �

l 0 (37)

5.3. Bilinearity and the Pooling Problem
The structure of the MMPP is similar to that of a
pooling problem. The pooling problem (Haverly 1978)
models the blending of materials in a feed forward
network of source nodes, intermediate blending pools,
and terminal or product nodes (Figure 3(a)). Material
streams, with defined quality attributes, flow along arcs
in the network: from source nodes into blending pools,
from blending pools into one of a number of terminal
nodes, and from source nodes into terminals. The flow
from and to sources, pools, and terminals is limited by
network capacities, and conservation constraints ensure
that the quality of each stream leaving a blending pool
is that of the combined quality of streams entering it.
Optimisation of the pooling network determines the
rate of flow along each arc, such that profit is maximised
in the formation of blended products at terminals and
market demands on their quality are satisfied (Misener
and Floudas 2009). The pooling problem arises in
various domains, including the refinement of oil and
fuel (Amos et al. 1997), the transportation of natural
gas (Rømo et al. 2009), and waste water treatment
(Misener and Floudas 2010).

� ∈Π

m ∈�

Figure 3 (a) An Example of a Pooling Problem and (b) the MMPP
Formulated as a Pooling Problem

The optimisation of our multiple mine network can
be viewed, on a conceptual level, as a kind of pooling
problem, with each source of ore at each mine m,
s ∈Sm, denoting a source node; stockpiles of lump and
fines ore at each mine denoting blending pools; and
the blended products formed at each port denoting
terminals (Figure 3(b)). Ore flowing from a stockpile
pool to port product nodes need not balance with
that flowing into the pool as in a traditional pooling
network—some material may remain stockpiled at each
mine. Instances of the pooling problem in the blending
of oil, water, and gas are problems different from the
MMPP. However, these problems can all be modelled
as an MINLP with bilinear terms characterising the
composition of a blend of material from various sources.

5.4. Solving MINLPs with Bilinear Terms
We consider several approaches for the solution of
MINLPs with bilinear terms. Much work in this space
has concentrated on the generation of tight lower
bounds (for MINLPs with a minimisation objective) for
use in a branch and bound algorithm. Most popular are
linear (McCormick 1976, Al-Khayyal and Falk 1983) and
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piecewise-linear (Meyer and Floudas 2006, Bergamini
et al. 2008, Wicaksono and Karimi 2008, Gounaris et al.
2009, Hasan and Karimi 2010) relaxations. A linear
relaxation of an MINLP with bilinear terms can be
obtained by replacing each of these terms with its
convex envelope (McCormick 1976). Piecewise-linear
relaxations partition the domain of one or both variables
in each bilinear term into segments of uniform or
varying length, generating a linear relaxation of the
term in each of these segments. Gounaris et al. (2009)
present and computationally compare a range of such
relaxations. Adhya et al. (1999) alternatively solve
the Lagrangian dual of a bilinear program (BLP) for
the determination of lower bounds during branch
and bound.

A range of decomposition-based approaches split
an MINLP (or NLP) into two subproblems, a primal
and a dual (or master) problem, and apply generalised
Benders’ decomposition (Geoffrion 1972) to search for
a global optimal solution (Floudas et al. 1989, Floudas
and Aggarwal 1990, Floudas and Visweswaran 1990,
Visweswaran and Floudas 1993). The primal problem is
the original MINLP with fixed values for a set of com-
plicating variables—variables that reduce the MINLP
to an MIP when fixed. The master problem is the
Lagrangian dual of the primal—its solution providing
a lower bound on the global optimum and values for
the complicating variables of the nonlinear problem.
A solution to the primal problem provides an upper
bound on this optimum, constraints (or cuts) to add
to the master problem, and values for its Lagrangian
multipliers. Algorithms that employ this decomposition
iterate between the solving of the primal and master
problems and terminate at a global optimum when the
discovered upper and lower bounds converge.

Kolodziej and Grossmann (2012), Kolodziej et al.
(2013), and Pham et al. (2009) present algorithms for the
solution of multiperiod blending problems, expressed
as MINLPs with bilinear terms, that perform a similar
iteration over upper and lower bounding subproblems.
The original MINLP is transformed into an MIP via
the discretisation of the domain of the complicating
variables (a set containing one variable from each
bilinear term). These variables can be assigned only
one of a finite set of values, yielding a problem whose
feasible region is smaller than that of the MINLP.
The solution of the resulting MIP provides an upper
bound on the global optimum of the MINLP (under
the assumption that its objective is to be minimised).
A piecewise-linear relaxation of the MINLP yields a
lower bounding problem. Kolodziej and Grossmann
(2012) and Kolodziej et al. (2013) define several global
optimisation methods in which the solving of these
two problems is iterated in the search for a global
optimum. Pham et al. (2009) present a heuristic for BLPs
with maximisation objectives that combines iterative
partitioning of the domain of bilinear variables and

the solving of lower (via discretisation) and upper
(via linear relaxation) bounding problems to prune
partitions from consideration.

Audet et al. (2004) present an iterative heuristic (ALT)
for solving general BLPs in which a series of LPs are
generated by alternately fixing two sets of variables.
These two sets denote the set of x and y variables
that appear in each bilinear term, xy. Given an initial
feasible value for each x variable, the solution of the
LP obtained by fixing each x to its initial value yields a
set of feasible values for each y variable. The fixing of
each y to its value in this LP solution yields another LP
whose solution provides new instantiations for each x.
Repeating this process of variable-fix-and-solve until
the values of our x or y variables converge to a fixed
point in successive solves produces a local optimum.

Successive linear programming (SLP), in which the
nonlinear terms in an MINLP are replaced by their
linear Taylor expansion (about a base point), has
achieved some success when applied to pooling prob-
lems (Palacios-Gomez et al. 1982, Baker and Lasdon
1985, Sarker and Gunn 1997). An initial feasible solu-
tion to an MINLP with bilinear terms forms a base
point about which the linear Taylor expansion of each
term is obtained. The solution of the resulting MIP is
consequently used as the base point about which a
new MIP is generated, again replacing each bilinear
term with its linear Taylor expansion. This iterative
process continues until we converge to a fixed point,
forming our MINLP solution.

In an online supplement we solve a series of linear
relaxations of the MINLP generated in each of our
benchmark tests. We first replace each bilinear term
with its convex envelope (McCormick 1976) to obtain a
lower bound on the objective in each test. We addi-
tionally generate and solve several piecewise-linear
relaxations (Gounaris et al. 2009), of increasing fidelity,
of the model. Because of discrepancies between the
evaluation of port product composition in these relaxed
models and their actual composition, port products
were not correctly blended in the obtained solutions.
We use the magnitude of these discrepancies to narrow
the bounds describing desired product composition
and resolve the piecewise-linear relaxed models. The
composition of port products in the resulting solu-
tions lie within the original bounds. Lower bounds
obtained on the MINLP objective and the quality of
solutions found via the use of piecewise-linear relax-
ation and ALT (Audet et al. 2004) are used to evaluate
our decomposition-based heuristic. Solving our MINLP
using the branch-and-bound-based Couenne (Belotti
et al. 2009) and Bonmin (Bonami et al. 2008) solvers3

3 The simple branch-and-bound algorithm, with increased values for
the num_resolve_at_root and num_resolve_at_node options, was
used when solving with Bonmin—as recommended for nonconvex
MINLPs.
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did not provide solutions within a 12-hour time frame.
The SLP heuristic, implemented as in Baker and Lasdon
(1985), could not form solutions in which port products
were correctly blended in any of our tests, with devia-
tions in metal percentage of up to 2% from desired
bounds present in the solution set. These results have
been omitted from the paper.

6. A Decomposition-Based Heuristic
We decompose the MMPP into a set of subproblems,
consisting of an optimisation problem, Om, to be solved
on behalf of each mine, m∈M, and an optimisation
problem, Oç, to be solved on behalf of the system of
ports, ç. We describe how the input and output of this
set of problems is used in an iterative heuristic to find
a monotonically improving sequence of solutions to
the MMPP. Each of these solutions defines a value for
each variable in the set Ex∪ Er , where Ex = 8xm

s1d �m ∈M1
s ∈Sm, d ∈Dm9 characterises the flow of ore and waste
between sources and destinations at each mine, and
Er = 8r�m1 l1n �m∈M1� ∈ç1l ∈L1n∈N �

l 9 characterises
the railing of ore between each mine and port. Each
such solution satisfies the constraints and represents a
feasible solution of our MINLP model of the MMPP
in §5. Our decomposition-based heuristic finds solutions
to the MMPP whose quality (evaluation of the MINLP
objective Z′

MMPP in Equation (13) with respect to the
values of variables Ex∪ Er in each solution) is competitive
with that of the best performing alternatives in §5.
Moreover, our heuristic discovers a solution in a fraction
of the time used by these alternatives to find a solution
of comparable quality.

Sections 6.1 and 6.2 describe the mine- and port-
side optimisation problems that form the basis of an
iterative heuristic, outlined in §6.3 and summarised in
Listing 1.

6.1. The Om Problem
Each Om is formulated to find in each iteration i of the
heuristic a set of N schedules, denoted ìi

m, available for
implementation at mine m over the scheduling horizon.
Each schedule Esm ∈ìi

m instantiates the variables in the
set Exm = 8xm

s1d � s ∈Sm1d ∈Dm9, characterising the flow
of ore and waste between each source and destination
at m. The result of a schedule Esm is the production of
a quantity of ore of each granularity l ∈L, denoted
�m
l 4Esm5, whose composition is defined in terms of the

percentage of each attribute q ∈ Q, denoted vm
l1q4Esm5. The

value of each variable xms1d ∈ Exm in Esm is denoted xms1d4Esm5.
The input to Om in each iteration i is a grade and

quality target E�i
m = 8�m1 i

l1 q � ∀ l ∈L1 q ∈ Q9, defining the
expected composition of the ore to be produced by m,
and a set of standard deviations E� i

m = 8�m1 i
l1 q � ∀ l ∈L1

q ∈ Q9. The objective of Om is to form a schedule set
ìi

m for which the productivity of m is maximised and

Ω

�

� �

�

� �

�

�

�

Figure 4 (a) Each Mine-Side Optimisation Problem, Om, Takes as
Input a Grade and Quality Target, E�i

m, and a Set of Standard
Deviations,E� i

m, Producing N Productivity-Maximising
Schedules for Mine m as an Output. (b) A Plot of the Percentage
of Attribute q in Ore Produced by Mine m in Each Schedule
Esm1 j (vm

l1 q 4Esm1 j 5) Formed by a Solve of Problem Om, Given the
Target E�i

m and Standard Deviation E� i
m as Input

the composition of ore produced in each schedule lies
in a normal distribution with mean E�i

m and standard
deviation E� i

m (see Figure 4). The productivity of a
mine m, given an instantiation of Exm, is calculated as
per Equation (8). The productivity of m in schedule Esm
is denoted �4Esm5.

Example 6.1. Consider a mine m that produces a
single granularity of ore l. The composition of this ore
is characterised by a single quality attribute q, denoting
metal grade. Om is given a target of 63% metal, with a
standard deviation of 1%, as input in iteration i. Let
N = 10. Figure 4(b) plots the percentage of metal in
the ore produced by m in each of the 10 schedules
in a possible solution of Om. The schedules formed
by Om are distinguished on the horizontal axis of the
plot (with index j). The vertical axis denotes metal
percentage.

A formulation of Om as an MIP is presented in §6.4.
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6.2. The Oç Problem
The port-side optimisation problem Oç is formulated
to accept a schedule set, ìi

m, from each Om in each
iteration i; select one schedule from each ìi

m, denoted
ç4ìi

m5, to be implemented at mine m; and determine
the number of trainloads of ore of each granularity
l ∈L from each mine that will be railed to a port �
to form part of a product n ∈N �

l . A solution to Oç,
denoted Esi, instantiates each variable in the set Ex∪ Er .
Recall that Ex = 8xm

s1d � s ∈Sm1d ∈Dm9 defines the flow
of material from source to destination at each mine,
and Er = 8r�m1 l1n �m ∈M1� ∈ç1 l ∈L1n ∈N �

l 9 defines the
flow of ore between each mine, port, and port product.
The selection of a schedule to be enacted at each mine
instantiates the variable set Ex, and the routing of trains
between each mine and port, and the selection of a
product to which they will contribute instantiates the
variable set Er . The value of each variable xm

s1d ∈ Ex in
solution Esi is denoted xms1d4Esi5. The value of each variable
r�m1 l1n ∈ Er in solution Esi is denoted r�m1 l1n4Esi5.

The objective of Oç is to select a schedule to be
followed at each mine and organise the transport of
ore produced in those schedules from mine to port
and port product such that the deviation between
the composition of each port product and its desired
bounds is minimised (as a first priority), the revenue
generated from the sale of such products is maximised
(as a second priority), and the productivity of each
mine is maximised (as a third priority). Oç evaluates
a solution Esi by computing the value of the MINLP
objective Z′

MMPP in Equation (13) with respect to the
instantiation of variables Ex and Er in Esi.

Over the course of the heuristic, Oç maintains a
record of the best solution it has found denoted Esbest.
This solution is replaced with Esi if and only if Esi has a
lower objective value. Oç produces, as output, a grade
and quality target E�i+1

m and standard deviation E� i+1
m to

be given to each Om, as input, in iteration i+ 1 (see
Figure 5). The manner in which each E�i+1

m and E� i+1
m is

formed and the purpose of this feedback are described
in §6.3.

To ensure the generation of a monotonically improv-
ing (in objective value) sequence of solutions to
the MMPP, we alter our earlier description of Oç’s
behaviour as follows. Given a set of schedules, ìi

m,
from each Om in iteration i, Oç selects one schedule
from each ìi

m ∪ 8Esbest1m9, denoted ç4ìi
m ∪ 8Esbest1m95, to

be implemented at mine m, where Esbest1m denotes the
schedule assigned to m in the best found solution Esbest.
The objective value of the solution formed by Oç

in iteration i will therefore be at least as good as
that of Esbest.

Example 6.2. Consider a system of two mines, m1
and m2. Om1

and Om2
have each formed two schedules

to be presented to Oç in iteration i. These schedules

Ω Ω �

� � � � � �

�

�

��

Figure 5 (a) Oç Is Given a Schedule Set ìi
m by Each Om, Selects a

Schedule in Each ìi
m ∪ 8Esbest1m9 to be Enacted, and (b) Routes

Trains of Ore from Each Mine to Port, Forming a Solution Esi
to the MMPP

Note. Oç produces a grade and quality target E�i+1
m and standard deviation

E� i+1
m to be given to each Om in iteration i + 1.

are denoted ìi
m1

= 8Esm1111 Esm1129 and ìi
m2

= 8Esm2111 Esm2129.
Each mine produces ore of a single granularity l,
characterised by a single quality attribute q, denoting
metal grade. Schedules Esm11 1 and Esm11 2 produce 10 kt
and 15 kt at a grade of 62% and 60%, respectively.
Schedules Esm21 1 and Esm21 2 produce 15 kt and 20 kt
at a grade of 61% and 64%, respectively. Each train
transports 5 kt of ore between a mine and one of two
ports, �1 and �2, each of which produces a single
product of granularity l. In Figure 5(b), Oç has selected
schedule Esm11 1 and Esm21 2 to be implemented at mines
m1 and m2, one train of ore to be routed from mine m1
to each port, and two trains of ore to be routed from
mine m2 to each port. In the MMPP solution formed
by Oç, Esi, 15 kt of blended ore, with a metal grade of
63.3%, is formed at both ports.

A formulation of Oç as an MIP is presented in §6.5.

6.3. The Heuristic
Our decomposition-based heuristic (Listing 1) repeats
a two-stage process—the solving of each Om followed
by Oç—in a sequence of iterations. Each iteration i

results in a solution Esi to the MMPP. Let E�1
m = æm

and E�1
m = E�+ = 8�+

l1 q = ã+
q � ∀ l ∈ L1 q ∈ Q9 for each

mine m, where æm denotes the grade and quality target
assigned to m by a longer-term (two-year) plan and
ã+

q a significant change in the percentage of q ∈ Q in a
volume of ore. The set of standard deviations given
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Figure 6 A Mine-Side Optimiser Om Forms a Set of N = 10 Schedules for a Mine m, Producing Ore of a Single Granularity l, Characterised by a
Single Quality Attribute q, Given Varying E�i

m and E� i
m in Iteration i: (a) E�i

m = 8639 and E� i
m = 819, (b) E�i

m = 8639 and E� i
m = 81059, and

(c) E�i
m = 8639 and E� i

m = 80059

to each mine in this first iteration, E�1
m, is designed

to promote a substantial degree of diversity in the
composition of produced ore across the set of schedules
formed by Om. A set of larger standard deviations
will result in schedules for which the composition of
produced ore exhibits a greater range of values in
each attribute across the schedule set. A smaller E�1

m

will result in the formation of schedules for which the
composition of produced ore is more tightly clustered
about E�i

m (see Figure 6).
A solution to each Om, in iteration i, is a set of N

schedules for mine m, ìi
m, to be implemented over

the relevant scheduling horizon (step 7). Oç receives
as input the set ìi

m from each m. Oç maintains a
record of the best solution, Esbest, it has found to the
MMPP over all prior iterations. In the first iteration,
this record is empty. Oç selects one schedule in the set
ìi

m ∪ 8Esbest1m9 to be enacted at mine m (step 8), where
Esbest1m is the schedule assigned to m in the solution Esbest,
and the number of trains of ore, of each granularity
l ∈L, produced by m in that schedule to form part of
each product n ∈N �

l at each port � ∈ç. Let Z′
MMPP4Esi5

denote the value of objective Z′
MMPP (Equation (13))

in solution Esi. Oç replaces Esbest with Esi if and only if
Z′

MMPP4Esi5 < Z′
MMPP4Esbest5 (step 9).

At the end of each iteration i, Oç provides each Om

with feedback in the form of a grade and quality target
E�i+1
m and a set of standard deviations E� i+1

m forming
its input in iteration i+ 1 (step 10). The role of this
feedback is to guide each Om toward the presentation
of schedules that allow Oç to form a solution that
improves upon the current best, Esbest. Table 1 defines
the three heuristic rules by which E�i+1

m and E� i+1
m are

generated for each mine m. Each rule is defined in
terms of a set of conditions on the solution Esi formed
by Oç and a set of equations that define E�i+1

m and E� i+1
m

at each mine if those conditions are satisfied. More
sophisticated techniques for adapting the targets and
standard deviations assigned to each mine are certainly

possible, however, these simple rules were found to
perform well in computational experiments.

Listing 1 (A decomposition-based heuristic for the
MMPP, where ã+

q denotes a significant change in q ∈ Q
percentage and æm a longer-term (two-year) grade and
quality target assigned to mine m ∈M.)
1: Esbest ← �

2: E�+ ← 8�+

l1 q =ã+
q � ∀ l ∈L1 q ∈ Q9

3: E�− ← 8�−

l1 q =ã−
q � ∀ l ∈L1 q ∈ Q9

4: i ← 1
5: Initialise expected mine targets and standard devi-

ation sets: E�i
m ←æm and E� i

m ← E�+

6: repeat
7: Solve each Om to find N schedules for mine m,

ìi
m, producing ore whose composition is normally

distributed about E�i
m with standard deviation E� i

m.
8: Solve Oç given sets ìi

m ∪ 8Esbest1m9 from each m ∈M,
where Esbest1m ∈ Esbest is the schedule to be enacted
by m in the best solution found thus far. Select a
schedule to be enacted at each mine and a routing
of trainloads of ore from each mine to port forming
a solution Esi to the MMPP.

9: Update best solution Esbest if and only if Z′
MMPP4Esi5 <

Z′
MMPP4Esbest5.

10: Generate feedback to each Om by adapting E�i
m and

E� i
m to form E�i+1

m and E� i+1
m .

11: i ← i+ 1
12: until 6Z′

MMPP4Esi5≥Z′
MMPP4Esbest5∧ 6∃m∈M· E� i

m 6= E�−7∨
i > MAXiterations

13: return Esbest.

The first rule in Table 1 states that if Oç does not find
a solution better than Esbest in iteration i, the grade and
quality targets assigned to each mine remain the same,
E�i+1
m = E�i

m, but its assigned set of standard deviations is
reduced by a predetermined factor �, E� i+1

m = � E� i
m, where

0 <� < 1. The assumption is that because target E�i
m is

produced by mine m in the current best solution, Esbest,
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Table 1 Rules Defining the Targets and Standard Deviations Provided to Each Om as Input in Iteration i + 1,
Where E�− and E�+ Denote Lower and Upper Bounds on the Size of Each E� i

m, Esbest Denotes the Best
Solution Found by the Heuristic, Esi Denotes the Solution Found by the Heuristic in Iteration i, vm

l1 q4Esi5
Denotes the Percentage of Attribute q ∈Q in the Ore of Granularity l ∈L Produced by Mine m in
Solution Esi, �

m1 i
l1 q ∈ E�i

m, and �m1 i
l1 q ∈ E� i

m

No. Condition Feedback

1 Z ′

MMPP4Esi 5≥ Z ′

MMPP4Esbest5
E�i+1
m = E�i

m , ∀m ∈M
E� i+1
m =max4E�−1 � E� i

m5, ∀m ∈M

2 Z ′

MMPP4Esi 5 < Z ′

MMPP4Esbest5
E�i+1
m = 8vm

l1 q 4Esi 5 � ∀ l ∈L1 q ∈ Q9, m ∈M

∃ l ∈L1 q ∈ Q0 �vm
l1 q 4Esi 5−�m1 i

l1 q �> �m1 i
l1 q E� i+1

m =min
(

E�+1
E� i
m

�

)

, m ∈M

3 Z ′

MMPP4Esi 5 < Z ′

MMPP4Esbest5
E�i+1
m = 8vm

l1 q 4Esi 5 � ∀ l ∈L1 q ∈ Q9, m ∈M
6 ∃ l ∈L, q ∈ Q0 �vm

l1 q 4Esi 5−�m1 i
l1 q �> �m1 i

l1 q E� i+1
m = E� i

m m ∈M

there may be a target in the neighbourhood of E�i
m

that, if produced, will yield an improved solution.
Because such a schedule was not formed by Om in
iteration i, it may be the case that it was concentrating
on achieving too large a spread in the composition of
produced ore about E�i

m. Reducing each E� i
m forces each

mine to propose schedules for which the composition
of produced ore is more tightly clustered about E�i

m.
The second and third rules in Table 1 are imple-

mented when a new Esbest is discovered by the port-side
optimiser in an iteration i. In both rules, the grade and
quality target assigned to each mine m in iteration i+ 1
is equal to the composition of ore produced by m in
solution Esi, E�i+1

m = 8vm
l1q4Esi5 � ∀ l ∈L1 q ∈ Q9. The assump-

tion is that as each target E�i+1
m is produced by mine

m in what is now the current best solution, Esi, there
may be a target in a neighbourhood of each E�i+1

m that,
if produced by m, will improve upon Esi.

If the schedule selected for mine m produces ore
of a composition that is sufficiently distant from its
target E�i

m, the set of standard deviations assigned to m
is increased by a predetermined factor �, E� i+1

m = E� i
m/�,

where 0 <� < 1 (rule 2). The assumption is that any
reduction in the size of the standard deviations assigned
to mine m in prior iterations, restricting the diversity
of the schedules proposed by Om, may have been
premature. Increasing E� i

m forces mine m to propose
schedules for which the composition of produced ore
is more widely spread about its new target E�i+1

m . If the
schedule selected for mine m in Esi produces ore of a
composition that is sufficiently close to its target E�i

m,
the set of standard deviations assigned to m does not
change, E� i+1

m = E� i
m (rule 3).

Standard deviation vectors are bounded above
and below by E�+ and E�−. Recall that E�+ = 8�+

l1 q =

ã+
q � ∀ l ∈L1 q ∈Q9, where ã+

q defines a unit of signif-
icant change in the percentage content of q ∈ Q in a
volume of ore. We define the minimum bound on
standard deviations as E�− = 8�−

l1 q =ã−
q � ∀ l ∈L1 q ∈ Q9,

where ã−
q defines a unit of insignificant change in the

percentage content of attribute q ∈ Q in a volume of ore.

The heuristic is terminated in iteration i if Oç fails
to find a solution Esi such that Z′

MMPP4Esi5 < Z′
MMPP4Esbest5,

and each E� i
m equals E�− or a limit on the number of

executions of the feedback loop, MAXiterations, has been
reached (step 12). Across each of the computational tests
of §4, the heuristic has terminated within 100 iterations.
Although there are no theoretical guarantees that the
heuristic will discover a local or global optimum to the
MMPP, it does, in practice, find near-optimal solutions.

6.4. Optimisation at the Mines: A MIP Model
We model Om, for each m ∈ M, in terms of a MIP.
Maximisation of productivity at m, as per Equation (38),
forms the objective. A set of ranges, [Lm

l1q1U
m
l1q] for each

l ∈L and q ∈ Q, constrain the blend of ore produced at
the mine over the course of the scheduling horizon,
where Lm

l1q and Um
l1q denote a lower and upper bound

on the percentage of q ∈ Q in the ore of granularity l ∈L
produced at m. These ranges are varied, and the MIP,
shown below, is solved to produce a set of N schedules
for mine m. We explain in the proceeding paragraphs
how this set is generated so that the composition of ore
produced across schedules forms a normal distribution
with a mean E�m and standard deviation E�m.

All notation is explained in Appendices A and B,
and �m

l 4Exm5 and vm
l1q4Exm5 are defined in Equations (2)

and (4). Recall that Exm denotes the set 8xm
s1d � ∀ s ∈

Sm1d ∈ Dm9. We have found, via experimentation,
that the decomposition-based heuristic performs best
if, in the computation of a mine’s productivity, the
production of each granularity is weighted according
to the expected value of the port products it is likely
to contribute to.4 For example, lump products are
typically sold at a higher price, per ton, than fines are
because of their (typically) higher metal content. Let Wl

denote a priority weighting assigned to the production
of granularity l ∈ L at each mine. Our expression
for the productivity of a mine m, denoted �m4Exm5 in

4 This change was not found to yield an improvement in the solutions
found by any of the approaches in §5.
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Equation (8), is altered as shown in Equation (38) to
form �∗

m4Exm5, where �1 and �2 denote constants such
that �1 � �2 and ëm

� is a binary parameter such that
ëm

� = 1 if mine m has the facilities to upgrade low
grade ore (ëm

� = 0 otherwise).

�∗

m4Exm5 = �1

∑

l∈L

Wl�
m
l 4Exm5

+�2

∑

s∈Sm

[

∑

�∈ãm

xm
s1d

+ 41 − 2ëm
w 5

∑

�∈åm

xm
s1d −

∑

�∈äm

xm
s1d

]

0 (38)

A solution to the following MIP represents a single
schedule available for implementation at mine m ∈M.

max �∗

m4Exm5

subject to �m
l 4Exm5≥Dm

l ∀ l ∈L1 (39)

Lm
l1q ≤ vm

l1q4Exm5≤Um
l1q1 ∀ q ∈ Q1 (40)

xm
s1d ∈ R+

∪ 8091 ∀ s ∈Sm1 d ∈Dm1 (41)

Constraints (17)–(21), (23)–(27),
(30)–(34), and (36) from the MINLP
of §5 for mine m.

Constraint (39) places a minimum bound on pro-
duction at mine m. Constraint (40) restricts the com-
position of the lump and fines ore produced by m
such that vm

l1q4Exm5 lies within [Lm
l1q1U

m
l1q]. The remaining

constraints form a subset of the MINLP in §5. Con-
straint (27) of the MINLP is implemented in the form
of a separation algorithm.

Listing 2 (Generation of clustered bounds on the blend
of produced ore at mine m ∈M.)
1: for each l ∈L and q ∈ Q do
2: ãN ←RandNormal401�l1 q ∈ E�m)
3: Lm

l1q ←�l1 q +ãN −�l1 q

4: Um
l1q ←�l1 q +ãN +�l1 q

5: end for.

To generate N schedules for mine m, across which
the grade and quality of produced ore are normally
distributed about a target E�m with a standard devia-
tion E�m, the solving of the above MIP is repeated with
a varying sequence of bounds on the percentage of
each q ∈Q in ore of each granularity l ∈L. This MIP
is solved until N distinct schedules are discovered or
a predefined limit on the number of solves has been
reached. Each set of bounds in this sequence, [Lm

l1q1U
m
l1q]

for each l ∈ L and q ∈ Q, is formed as described in
Listing 2. A normally distributed random value ãN for
each l ∈L and q ∈Q is generated from a distribution
with mean 0 and standard deviation �l1 q ∈ E�m (step 2).
The percentage of each q ∈ Q in ore of granularity l ∈L
produced by the mine is constrained to lie between

�l1 q +ãN −�l1 q and �l1 q +ãN +�l1 q , where �l1 q ∈ E�m

(steps 3 and 4).

6.5. Blending at the Ports: A MIP Model
Recall that each mine m ∈M has (up to) N possible
outputs—resulting in N + 1 blends of lump and fines
ore available for transportation to a port—as defined
in the set of solutions ìm ∪ 8Esbest1m9 to each Om, where
Esbest1m ∈ Esbest0 The jth schedule available for selection at
mine m is denoted Esm1 j ∈ìm ∪ 8Esbest1m9. Only one sched-
ule formed by each Om can be enacted. Consequently,
ore railed from each mine m must originate from only
one Esm1 j .

Let integer variable r�m1 l1n1 j denote the number of
trainloads of granularity l ∈ L, formed by mine m
in schedule Esm1 j ∈ ìm ∪ 8Esbest1m9, delivered to port �
to form part of product n ∈N �

l . Binary variables om1 j

denote which schedule Esm1 j ∈ ìm ∪ 8Esbest1m9 for each
mine m has been selected (om1 j = 1) for implementa-
tion (om1 j = 0 otherwise). As in the MINLP of §5, the
objective of the port-side MIP is to minimise deviation
in the composition of products formed at each port
� from desired bounds, [L�1 l

n1 q1U
�1 l
n1 q ] for each n∈N �

l ,
l ∈L, and q ∈Q as a first priority, while maximising
revenue achieved via the sale of such products and
the productivity of each mine as second and third
priorities, respectively.

Let Nm=�ìm∪8Esbest1m9� and Eì=8ìm∪8Esbest1m9 �∀m∈M90
Moreover, let Er ′, Er�′

l1n, and Eo denote the variable sets
Er ′ = 8r�m1 l1n1 j � ∀� ∈ç1 m ∈M, l ∈L, n ∈N �

l , 1 ≤ j ≤Nm9;
Er�′

l1n = 8r�m1 l1n1 j � ∀m∈M, 1 ≤ j ≤Nm9; and Eo = 8om1 j � ∀m
∈ M, 1 ≤ j ≤ Nm9. Recall that the tons of granularity
l ∈L produced by mine m in a schedule Esm1 j is denoted
�m
l 4Esm1 j5, the percentage of q ∈ Q in the ore of granularity
l ∈L produced by m in Esm1 j is denoted vm

l1q4Esm1 j5, and
the productivity of mine m in Esm1 j is denoted �m4Esm1 j5.
Each of �m

l 4Esm1 j5, vm
l1q4Esm1 j5, and �m4Esm1 j5 are constants

in the port-side MIP model. We define the revenue
generated by the sale of products formed across ports
as �′4Er ′5 in Equation (42), the tons of product n ∈N �

l

formed at port � as ��′

l1n4Er
′5 in Equation (43), the tons

of attribute q ∈ Q in product n ∈N �
l formed at port � as

��1 l′
n1q 4 Eì1 Er�′

l1n5 in Equation (44), and the total deviation
between the composition of products across all ports
and desired bounds as �′4 Eì1 Er ′5 in Equation (45). The
constant V �

l1n denotes the sale price, per ton, of product
n ∈N �

l .

�′4Er ′5=
∑

�∈ç

∑

m∈M

∑

l∈L

∑

n∈N�
l

Nm
∑

j=1

r�m1l1n1jTRV
�
l1n1 (42)

��′

l1n4Er
′5=

∑

m∈M

Nm
∑

j=1

r�m1l1n1jTR1 (43)

��1l′
n1q 4 Eì1 Er�′

l1n5=
∑

m∈M

Nm
∑

j=1

r�m1l1n1jvl1q4Esm1j5TR1 (44)
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�′4 Eì1 Er ′5

=
∑

�∈ç

∑

l∈L

∑

n∈N�
l

∑

q∈Q

1
ã+

q

max
{

01��1l′
n1q 4 Eì1 Er�′

l1n51−U �1l
n1q �

�′

l1n4Er
′59

+
∑

�∈ç

∑

l∈L

∑

n∈N�
l

∑

q∈Q

1
ã+

q

max
{

01L�1l
n1q�

�′

l1n4Er
′5−��1l′

n1q 4 Eì1 Er�′

l1n5
}

0

(45)

The following MIP describes the mine-to-port trans-
portation and blending problem, Oç, where �1, �2,
and �3 are constants such that �1 � �2 � �3.

min
{

�1�
′4 Eì1 Er ′5−�2�

′4Er ′5−�3

∑

m∈M

Nm
∑

j=1

om1 j�m4Esm1 j5

}

subject to

∑

m∈M

Nm
∑

j=1

r�m1l1n1jTR≥D�
l1n1 ∀�∈ç1l∈L1n∈N �

l 1 (46)

∑

m∈M

∑

l∈L

∑

n∈N�
l

Nm
∑

j=1

r�m1l1n1jTR≤C�1 ∀�∈ç1 (47)

∑

�∈ç

∑

n∈N�
l

r�m1l1n1jTR≤om1j�
m
l 4Esm1j51

∀m∈M1 Esm1j ∈ìm∪8Esbest1m91 l∈L1 (48)

Nm
∑

j=1

om1j =11 ∀m∈M1 (49)

r�m1l1n1j ∈R+∪8091

∀�∈ç1l∈L1 n∈N �
l 1 m∈M1 1≤ j≤Nm1 (50)

om1j ∈801191 ∀m∈M11≤ j≤Nm0 (51)

Constraint (46) places a lower bound on the tons of
product n ∈N �

l of granularity l ∈L produced at port
� ∈ç. The tons of ore transported to a port cannot
exceed its capacity (constraint (47)). Constraint (48)
constrains the value of each binary indicator, om1 j , to 1
if solution Esm1 j ∈ìm ∪ 8Esbest1m9 is selected to be enacted
at mine m ∈M and places an upper bound on the tons
of ore transported from each mine to the set of ports (to
that produced by m in the selected Esm1 j ). Constraint (49)
ensures that only one Esm1 j ∈ ìm ∪ 8Esbest1m9, for each
m ∈M, is selected to be implemented at mine m.

7. Computational Results
We have used our decomposition-based heuristic to
solve each test case described in §4, generated for our
eight-mine, two-port network. IBM CPLEX 12.5 was
used to solve all MIPs. An online supplement records
the results of the decomposition-based heuristic for
varying combinations of parameters N and �, averaged
over 10 runs, each initialised with a different random
seed. We describe the method by which we obtain lower
bounds on the MINLP objective Z′

MMPP in each test

and evaluate our heuristic with respect to alternative
solution methods, namely, piecewise-linear relaxation
(Gounaris et al. 2009) and the ALT heuristic (Audet
et al. 2004). The obtained results demonstrate that
our heuristic finds solutions equally as good as or
better than the considered alternatives, in orders of
magnitude less time, on a majority of tests.

8. Concluding Remarks
We have described a short-term, multiple mine and
port, open-pit production scheduling problem. We have
presented a decomposition-based heuristic in which
this scheduling problem is solved in the single time
period case through the interaction of a set of optimisa-
tion problems—one for each mine and the system of
ports. A solution to the optimisation problem at each
mine defines the movement of ore and waste from
grade blocks and stockpiles, to dumps, stockpiles and
processing plants. In an iterative process, the schedules
formed in each of these mine-side optimisations are
provided as input to a port-side blending problem, the
solution of which selects a schedule to be enacted at
each mine and defines the movement of ore between
each mine and port. The composition of ore produced
at each mine, across the schedules formed by the mine-
side optimisation, is guided by the port-side schedule
selections made in prior iterations, encouraging the
formation of schedules that allow the ports to maximise
their production of correctly blended products.

We have evaluated this heuristic on a suite of
test cases generated for an eight-mine, two-port net-
work, using data provided by an industry partner—
contrasting its performance with a range of solvers for
an MINLP modelling of the problem. The presented
decomposition-based heuristic was found to find solu-
tions of higher quality, on a subset of test cases, than
the alternatives in §5. Each alternative was afforded 12
hours for each test case in which to find a solution.
Where the heuristic did not find a solution higher in
quality than that found by an alternative, it returned a
good quality solution for which the alternative required
orders of magnitude more time, relative to the heuristic
run time, to match. Overall, our decomposition-based
heuristic approach provides a highly competitive solu-
tion to the short-term multiple port and mine open-pit
production scheduling problem.
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Appendix A. Modelling Notation

Sets and Indices
m, M mines
�, ç ports
p, Pm pits

b, Bm1p1Bm blocks in pit p ∈ Pm, at m ∈ M, and grade
blocks b ∈Bm, at m

l, L granularities denoting lump and fines L=

80119
Bhg , Blg , Bw high, low grade, and waste blocks at mine m

�, ãm waste dumps at m ∈M
�, åm low grade stockpiles at m ∈M
�, äm high grade stockpiles at m ∈M
q, Q grade and quality attributes
�1� dry/wet processing plant

s, Sm material sources at m ∈M, Sm = 8Bm ∪åm ∪

äm9
d, Dm material destinations at m ∈M, Dm = 8ãm ∪

åm ∪äm ∪ 8�1�99
n, N �

l products of granularity l ∈L to be formed
by port �.

Parameters
ã+

q significant change in q ∈ Q percentage
ã−

q insignificant change in q ∈ Q percentage
Gm

s1 l1 q percentage of q ∈ Q in granularity l ∈ L
within s ∈Sm at m ∈M

Lm
l1q lower bound on q ∈Q in granularity l ∈L

produced at m
Um

l1q upper bound on q ∈Q in granularity l ∈L
produced at m

L�
l1n1 q lower bound on q ∈ Q in product n ∈ N �

l

produced at �
U�

l1n1 q upper bound on q ∈ Q in product n ∈ N �
l

produced at �
Rm1�

s1 l1 q Percentage of q ∈Q in granularity l ∈L in
s ∈ Sm recovered after wet processing at
m ∈M

Ym1�
s1 l Percentage of granularity l ∈ L in s ∈ Sm

recovered after wet processing at m ∈M
Sm1s1 l percentage of granularity l ∈ L (split) in

s ∈Sm at m ∈M
T m
s tonnage of s ∈Sm available for extraction at

m ∈M
A∧

m1b mining precedences of b ∈Bm, all of which
must be mined before b

A∨
m1b mining precedences of b ∈Bm, one of which

must be mined before b
Dd

l minimum demand on l ∈L production at
d ∈ 8m1�9

Cm
p maximum tons extractable from pit p ∈Pm

at m ∈M
Cm
d processing capacity (tons) at plant d ∈ 8�1�9

at m ∈M
C� capacity (throughput) at � ∈ç
TR assumed fixed tonnage of each train
Cm
� maximum tons transportable by trucking

resources at m ∈ M, over the scheduling
horizon

Cm
s capacity (tons) of stockpile s ∈äm ∪åm at

m ∈M

V �
l1n price per ton for ore of product n ∈ N �

l

formed by �
L�1 l
n1 q , U

�1 l
n1 q lower and upper bound on attribute q ∈ Q in

product n ∈N �
l

Dm
l , D�

l1n production demand for granularity l at mine
m, and product n ∈N �

l at port �
ëm

� binary, value of 1 if mine m has a wet pro-
cessing plant

Um1 l Maximum trainloads of granularity l that
can be railed from mine m to the set of ports

Wl Weight associated with granularity l, used
in the computation of the productivity of a
mine.

Decision Variables
xms1d tons of source s ∈ Sm sent to destination

d ∈Dm at m ∈M
r�m1 l1n trainloads of granularity l ∈L railed from

m ∈ M to � ∈ ç to form part of product
n ∈N �

l

y�
m1b binary variable, 1 if b ∈Bm is to be extracted

y�
m1b binary variable, 1 if b ∈ Bm is to be com-

pletely extracted
br

�1 j
m1 l1n binary variable, 1 if j trains of granularity

l are railed to � to form part of product
n ∈N �

l

vm
l1q percentage of attribute q in granularity l

produced by mine m
�m
l tons of granularity l produced by mine m

Exm, Ex the set 8xm
s1d � ∀ s ∈ Sm1d ∈ Dm9 and 8xm

s1d �

∀ s ∈Sm1d ∈Dm1m ∈M9
Er�l1n, Er� the set 8r�m1 l1n � ∀m ∈ M9 and 8r�m1 l1n � ∀m ∈

M1 l ∈L9
Er the set 8r�m1 l1n � ∀m ∈M1 l ∈L1� ∈ç9.

Functions
�m
s1 l4Exm5 tons of granularity l ∈ L produced from

s ∈Sm at m ∈M
�m
l 4Exm5 tons of granularity l ∈L produced at m ∈M

vm
l1q4Exm5 percentage of each q ∈ Q in ore of granularity

l ∈L produced at m ∈M
v�
l1n1 q4Ex1 Er�l1n5 percentage of each q ∈Q in product n ∈N �

l

produced at � ∈ç
�4Er5 revenue generated by the sale of ore products

across the port system
�m4Exm5 productivity of mine m ∈M

�4Ex1 Er5, �′4Ex1 Er5 Non-linear 4�4Ex1 Er55 and linear 4�′4Ex1 Er55
expressions defining the extent of devia-
tion between port product compositions and
desired bounds.

Appendix B. Decomposition-Based Heuristic

Sets and Indicies
i iteration

E�i
m grade and quality target assigned to mine m

in iteration i
E� i
m standard deviation with which Om generates

a set of schedules for mine m
Esbest best solution found by heuristic

Esi solution found by heuristic in iteration i
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Esbest1m schedule for mine m in the best found solu-
tion Esbest

Esm a schedule for mine m produced by Om

ìi
m set of schedules produced by Om for mine m

in iteration i.

Parameters
� factor by which to increase or reduce a set

of standard deviations, 0 <� < 1
N number of schedules formed by each Om in

each iteration i
æm grade and quality target assigned to mine m

in a two year plan
E�+ E�+ = 8�+

l1 q =ã+
q � ∀ l ∈L1 q ∈ Q9

E�− E�− = 8�−
l1 q =ã−

q � ∀ l ∈L1 q ∈ Q9
Wl priority weighting given to the production

of granularity l ∈L in each mine
MAXiterations maximum number of iterations of the heuris-

tic performed before termination.

MIP for Om

ãN a random value generated from a normal
distribution

�∗4Exm5 productivity of mine m computed with pri-
ority weightings assigned to the production
of each granularity l.

MIP for Oç

ç4ìm5 the schedule selected to be enacted at mine
m by Oç

Esm1 j the jth schedule in the set ìi
m available for

selection at mine m
om1 j binary variable, 1 if Oç selects the jth sched-

ule in set ìi
m to be enacted at mine m

Eo Eo = 8om1 j � ∀m ∈M11 ≤ j ≤Nm9
Nm Nm = �ìm∪8Esbest1m9�, the number of schedules

for mine m available to Oç for selection
r�m1 l1n1 j trainloads of granularity l, produced in the

jth schedule available at mine m, railed to
port � to form part of product n ∈N �

l
Eì Eì= 8ìm ∪ 8Esbest1m9 � ∀m ∈M9
Er ′ Er ′ = 8r�m1 l1n1 j � ∀� ∈ ç1m ∈ M1 l ∈ L1n ∈

N �
l 11 ≤ j ≤Nm9

Er�l1n
′ Er�l1n

′ = 8r�m1 l1n1 j � ∀m ∈M11 ≤ j ≤Nm9

�′4 Eì1 Er ′5 total revenue achieved via the sale of port
products

��
l1n

′4Er ′5 tons of product n ∈N �
l formed at port �

��1 l
n1 q

′4 Eì1 Er�l1n
′5 tons of attribute q in product n ∈N �

l formed
at port �

�′4 Eì1 Er ′5 total deviation between port product compo-
sitions and desired bounds.
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